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2. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 
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Figure 1. Introducing false edges on the 
representation of a face 
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5. PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS. 
Area and Volume. 
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Figure 2. Covering the solid by tetrahedra: the 
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Figure 5. Ray-casting of polygons: sorting the 
intersections  
Figure 3. Value of inclusion in Boolean 
Operations 
Figure 4. Inclusion in boolean operations 
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7. CONVERSION TO ENUMERATIVE 
SCHEMES OF REPRESENTATION. 
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( ) Czyxf =,,
Texture of the solid
Solid on the frame buffer
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Figure 6. Rasterization of solids 
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Figure 7. Happy Buddha, Chess Queen and 
Happy Buddha U Chess Queen. 
Figure 8. Happy Buddha I Queen, Queen – 
Happy Buddha,  Happy Buddha - Queen. 
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Figure 9. Octree for fig. 8.a, (b) octree for fig. 8.b, 
and (c,d) octrees for fig. 8.c. 
